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ABSTRACT

Influenced by mouse/pencil-based user interfaces, most touch-based object tagging techniques rely mostly on a single interaction point. Once objects are tagged, typically only individual object inclusions/exclusions are possible. Yet, for tagging larger groups with complex spatial layouts, more refinement may be necessary to achieve the desired result. We apply visual tag markers to objects to visualize their group association. Through a new multi-touch pin gesture that “pins” one or more objects “down” while tagging, our new interface is capable of efficiently grouping objects, as identified in our user studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Selection of one or more objects is a fundamental operation in user interfaces, and usually done with the mouse or pen. Such interfaces rely on a single interaction point (cursor). Touch interfaces have (largely) adopted the single-touch convention, especially for tagging. Yet, this design does not leverage the unique capabilities of multi-touch, such as multiple simultaneous touches, which enable the user to effectively control multiple cursors. Here we explore the idea that using multiple touches enables more efficient tag editing by adding or removing multiple objects to/from existing groups. We first examine existing selection techniques, discuss the relationship between tagging and grouping, and present use cases for tagging of complex groups. Then we introduce our new multi-touch tagging technique and how it edits tags of complex groups. To evaluate our interaction technique we present two user studies comparing different aspects of our method to identify its performance characteristics.

Motivation

While examining existing multi-touch input methods, we noticed a lack of techniques that enable the user to tag complex groups. Looking at the design space for such a technique, we developed the following questions:

- How can we support tagging of more than a single object at a time, which resembles a grouping task?
- For tagging with multiple concurrent tags, how is overlap, i.e., objects belonging to more than one group, handled?
- How do we show that an object belongs to multiple groups?
- How can we use multiple touches to support efficient editing of multiple concurrent tags?

Related Work

We first compiled a list of references [2–5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21–23, 26] to survey existing work for group selection. Then, we categorized them by assigning classifiers based on input hardware, mode of operation and capabilities. For brevity, we list the classifiers directly with the references at the end. We used the following criteria:

- **Mouse, Pen, Touch** For which input method was the selection technique designed?
- **Multi-touch** This classifier is only assigned if more than one simultaneous touch is used.
- **Hold** A hold gesture, i.e., a stationary touch for a prolonged period of time, is used in addition to the normal tap gesture.
- **Pin** A hold gesture, that is used in combination with other user actions.
- **Rectangle, Lasso** If a rectangular region can be specified rectangle was assigned. Lasso was assigned if an arbitrary region can be selected by lassoing around it.
- **In/out** Is there a difference between interaction that is performed started inside or outside of an existing selection?
- **Region, Objects** Is the selection technique used to select objects or a region of interest, such as a region in an image?
- **Auto mode** Is there an automatic switch between selection and de-selection, i.e., does the system support more than tapping objects to toggle selection?
- **On/off objects** Is there a differentiation between interactions that are performed started on objects or in the surrounding space?
- **Direct, Indirect** Are objects selected directly, i.e., by tapping on them, or indirectly, e.g., by surrounding them?
- **Surround, Crossing** Is the selection performed by surrounding the desired objects or by crossing them?
- **Path** Is the selection performed along a path? Or are only selection areas supported?

The overview of all pair-wise combinations of classifiers is shown in Figure 1. The numbers at the intersections indicate...
We propose a novel combination of interaction techniques based on pinning touches that facilitates the definition of complex groups through tagging. With the classifiers used for structuring related work we classify our technique as: TOUCH, MULTI-TOUCH, HOLD, PIN, RECTANGLE, OBJECTS, AUTO MODE, ON/OFF OBJECTS, DIRECT, INDIRECT, SURROUND, CROSSING, PATH and introduce the following contributions:

- A classification and visual summary of previous work on group selection;
- A multi-touch user interface technique for tagging of complex groups;
- Support for multiple concurrent and overlapping groups;
- Pin gestures for efficient editing of existing groups;
- An evaluation of our new techniques in two user studies.

Pinning Touches

In contrast to a tap, a hold gesture is a stationary touch for a prolonged period of time. We call our extension of the touch input vocabulary pinning touches, i.e., stationary touches that are held during other touch actions. These pinning touches pin down objects or user interface elements. Through pinning touches we can associate additional contextual information with standard touch actions, such as tapping, swiping, tracing paths, flicking and two-finger swipe or pinch gestures. Thus, operations that typically require a mode switch can be performed directly with pinning touches.

Use Cases for Pinning

Currently, deleting images in a photo application usually requires a temporary switch to a delete mode and then tapping on individual images. With pinning touches the explicit mode switch is unnecessary. Images can be pinned down to specify them as context for the delete action: The user can touch and hold, i.e., pin, several images and then tap a button to delete them. Alternatively, the delete button can be pinned to implicitly activate a delete mode. All images that are then selected, by tapping or some other method, will be deleted. As two simultaneous touches (one of them on the delete button) are required, accidental deletion is unlikely. Similarly, text attributes can be applied by pinning down an attribute in text.
processing, for instance to *paint* a bold font attribute over a passage. Multiple pinning touches can even apply multiple attributes concurrently. Also, pinning touches can copy styles. Then, pinning a word and painting over text changes the style to match that of the pinned word. Pinning touches also extend multi-touch gestures. Thus a scaling gesture (pinch) can be constrained to horizontal, vertical or uniform scaling by pinning down respective modifier buttons.

Moreover, pinning touches can also enable functionality similar to a context menu. When a context menu is invoked, the properties of the object at the cursor determine what actions to display in the menu. Similarly, pinning touches can also supply context to actions performed with the primary touch. Gutwin et al. [6] presented a command selection technique that combined a pinning touch for menu access with taps to select commands from this menu. Yet, no context was derived from the pinning touch.

Li et al. [13] identified that pressing a button with the non-dominant hand is effective for switching between modes in pen-based interfaces. But this is limited to a single pair of modes. Hinckley et al. [8] also used a button as a mode switch. They extended the number of accessible modes through a pop-up menu. With multi-touch, the menu itself can act as a collection of switches that can be held down (pinned) to select the desired mode. This combines the semantics of holding a button to temporarily switch modes with the choices a menu offers. Hinckley et al. [9] presented a combination of touch and pen-based input. They used touches similar to our pinning touches to augment pen-based actions.

**Using Pinning and Tags to Define Groups**

Combining objects into groups is a common user interface operation in graphic design or layout software. Usually objects are first selected and then a widget or a shortcut is used to group these objects. Through pinning touches, groups can be defined without a menu or shortcut. For this, a single object is first pinned down and then other objects to be grouped are selected. If the pinned object is already part of a group, the additional objects are added to its group. Note that a pinning touch *implicitly* selects the target group as part of the interaction. In photo management software grouping is also frequently used to structure and sort photos, into events or by subject. For example, a user wants to group all photos taken while visiting Madeira, while all photos of the user’s dog are collected in another group. When the user brought his dog along to a trip to Madeira, these photos belong to more than one group. To represent such group associations, tags can be added to the objects. Then, all photos from Madeira share one tag and those of the user’s dog another one.

In this paper we present an interaction technique that combines pinning touches and tags to enable the definition and editing of complex group associations.

**Use Cases for Tag-based Groups**

In recent versions of OS X multiple tags can be assigned to files to assist with categorization. As touch-sensitive laptops are becoming more common, there will be an increased need to select, tag and group files using touch gestures. Modern photo applications permit users to assign tags based on faces in a picture or the location the photo was taken at, supported by (semi-)automatic classification. Many e-mail clients support tagging of messages with different colors, and Gmail permits multiple tags per e-mail. All these cases represent multiple overlapping tag groups, such as an e-mail that is both *work related and important* or a *photo of my dog* taken on *Madeira*.

**OUR PIN-BASED INTERFACE FOR TAGGING**

We propose a new interaction technique, which enables tagging of objects. With multiple tags can be assigned concurrently to each object, permitting objects to belong to multiple groups at the same time. The association is visualized through different colored tags. Once tags have been assigned, our technique enables easy modification of these tags. Three main components are necessary in our interface: A way to define a set of active tags, a technique for selecting target objects, and a way to specify the mode of operation: active tags can either be added to or removed from target objects (see Figure 2).

**Defining a Set of Tags**

Our tagging technique uses *pinning* touches. If the user touches and holds tagging widgets or already tagged objects while performing other actions, we call those *pinned* down. Pinned widgets/objects are used in our technique to define the set of active tags for subsequent operations.

**Tag Widgets.** We show a set of widgets, one for each available tag, at the border of the screen. Pinned widgets activate the corresponding tags, which are applied on selection. Through pinning multiple widgets the user can compose any combination of tags, as illustrated in Figure 3.

**Pinning Already Tagged Objects.** When the user pins down an object, this adds the tags assigned to this object to the set of active tags (cf. Figure 4). Pinning down multiple objects simultaneously activates the union of the objects’ individual tags (cf. Figure 5). The tag widgets provide visual feedback of the active set. Assuming that similar objects are in close proximity, such as sequences of photos in a camera roll, applying the same set of tags to similar objects is then a *local* operation:
Figure 4. Pinning down a single tag: tapping an object toggles the tag on that object.

(a) If multiple objects are pinned down, the union of their tags is applied when tapping.

(b) Tags are removed if the tapped object already has all pinned tags.

Figure 5. Semantics for multiple pinned tags.

First, pin an already tagged object down and then select the other (close by) objects. For example, the user can then easily specify that this is also a photo of my dog taken on Madeira.

Selecting Target Objects
With a set of active tags, one or more target objects have to be chosen. Our tagging technique supports tapping for single and path-based operations for multiple objects.

Selecting Single Objects Through Tapping. Selecting single objects via tapping is common in touch interfaces, e.g., [12, 26]. If a single tag is pinned down with our technique, this tag is toggled on any (other) tapped object. In the top sequence in Figure 4, the yellow tag is pinned down. As the tapped target object does not yet have the yellow tag, it is added to it. In the bottom sequence the pinned blue tag is already assigned to the target object, so it is removed. When multiple tags are pinned, the result depends on the current tags of the tapped object. Figure 5(a) shows two sequences with a pinned set of yellow and blue tags. In both cases the tapped object has not been assigned both tags, so the pinned tags are added. If, on the other hand, the target object has already all active tags, as shown in Figure 5(b), the pinned tags are removed.

Selecting Multiple Objects. The user can trace a path to operate on, i.e., tag, multiple targets. While interacting with single objects the user’s intent to add or remove a tag can be deduced automatically, using the approach outlined above. Yet, for multiple objects it is in general necessary to explicitly define the operation as either adding or removing tags. The operation is then applied to all objects intersecting the path. In our technique, the position of the first touch starting the path determines the mode. If the touch is inside an object, the current set of pinned tags will be added. Else, if the first touch is in the void, i.e., on the background, the pinned set of tags will be removed from the objects. See Figure 6 for illustrations. This extends previous work [23], which only supported selection of a single rectangular region.

Visual Feedback and Order of Operations
The color of the traced path shows the mode of operation: green for adding tags, red for removing them. While the path is traced, the system shows a preview of the resulting tag changes. Solid tags remain unchanged by the operation, while outlined tags illustrate changes. See Figure 6. The order of the three interaction components, shown in Figure 2, is not predefined and our technique supports all combinations. For instance, if the preview does not show the desired result, it is possible to change the set of pinned tags while tracing a path and see an updated preview. Even tagging target objects by first tracing a path and afterwards pinning tags down is possible, as long as the finger defining the path is not lifted.

Pinning the void, i.e., the background area between objects, and tapping on an object removes all tags from said object.
As long as pinning touches exist, they continue to define the set of active tags, which can be used for future operations.

**USER STUDY 1: INITIALLY ASSIGNING TAGS**

Initially, we contemplated an evaluation of pinning in isolation. Yet, the results of directly related work in pen-based interfaces [8, 9] convinced us that the outcome of such an experiment would be predictable. Therefore we decided to validate and evaluate our new multi-touch tagging technique directly in two user studies. In the first one we compared a variant of our technique that permits path gestures to tag multiple objects (PATH) with a more traditional single-touch tapping approach (TAP), where objects are tagged by tapping them one by one, as the control condition. We presented participants with a task similar to tagging photos in a photo application.

Participants and Setup. 21 participants (20 male, 1 female), ages 20 to 34 (median 28), participated in the study. All but two were students from the local university. All participants reported to have at least some experience with multi-touch devices. Most of them use smartphones or tablets regularly. The experiment, including instructions, training and debriefing, took about 45 minutes per participant. Breaks were permitted at any time. One participant had to be dropped due to a series of interruptions. The experiment was performed using an Apple iPad attached to a desk in front of the sitting participant.

Procedure. With each technique participants were asked to assign tags to split the presented objects into groups, based on their content. The order of techniques was counterbalanced using a $2 \times 2$ Latin square. After the experiment participants completed a short questionnaire.

Experimental Task. The study was divided into two phases. The first one used a single tag and participants were asked to tag all objects marked with an X (see Figure 7, left). The second phase used four tag categories: red, green, blue and yellow. Objects were marked with zero to four symbols representing the target tag set to be applied to each object, see Figure 7 (right). Tags had to be assigned as follows: heart → red, clover → green, drop → blue, star → yellow.

Initially, we contemplated using photos. However, the lack of a suitable photo set in the public domain led us to choose a different approach. Moreover, we did not want to deal with issues of users not being able to differentiate between similar images. Thus, we chose to simplify the task to a symbol recognition task, also because we are only interested in analyzing pinning and tagging performance. We first randomized the symbol positions on the objects to more closely resemble features in a photo. However, a pilot study revealed that the cognitive load for this was too high and resulted in both very high selection variability and overall slow performance. As we are looking for reliable measurements of selection task performance we needed to eliminate the potential confound of image recognition. Therefore, we simplified the task and assigned symbols to fixed locations on the objects.

In both phases no tags were assigned initially. When all tags were correctly assigned, the trial was automatically completed. After a notification, the experiment automatically advanced to the next trial. A colored border was added to objects that had all tags correctly assigned. This helped participants identify single missing tags towards the end of each trial.

Experiment Design. In each trial a sequence of 28 objects ($7 \times 4$) was displayed. For each phase 10 object sequences were generated and shown twice to the participants, resulting in a total of 80 trials per participant (2 phases, 2 techniques, 10 sequences, 2 repetitions). The order of sequences was randomized for each user and technique. To minimize the effect of switching selection techniques, four training trials were added before each trial set, but discarded from analysis.

Photo organization applications usually display photos in the order they were taken, e.g., in a camera roll. This results in sequences of similar photos that would require similar tags. Therefore, we generated symbol sequences using an exponential distribution with an expected sequence length of 3 ($\lambda = 1/3$) for the trials in our study. For the second phase, sequences of each symbol were generated independently of each other, resulting in zero to four symbols per object.

Results

To analyze the data of the experiment we performed a $2 \times 2$ within-subjects, repeated measures ANOVA ($\alpha = .05$) for the used selection technique and the presented sequence. The dependent measure was the task completion time, measured from the first touch in each trial until all tags were correctly assigned. The results are summarized in Figure 8.
Task Completion Time. For the first phase (single tag) a significant main effect of technique, $F(1, 19) = 100.79, p < .001$, was found, with mean times of 4.35 s (SE = 0.12) for TAP and 3.28 s for PATH (SE = 0.10). A significant main effect of the presented sequence, $F(9, 171) = 70.56, p < .001$, was found, with mean times ranging from 2.25 s to 5.12 s. There was a significant interaction of technique and sequence, $F(453, 86.24) = 3.62, p = .007$. For the second phase (up to four tags) a significant main effect of technique, $F(1, 19) = 6.93, p = .016$, was found, with mean times of 32.84 s (SE = 1.44) for TAP and 28.77 s for PATH (SE = 1.25). A significant main effect of the presented sequence, $F(9, 171) = 20.42, p < .001$, was found, with mean times ranging from 24.40 s to 36.17 s. There was no interaction of technique and sequence, $F(4.57, 86.78) < 1$. Post-hoc analysis for both phases showed that the differences in completion time were caused by the sequences that required the least/most tags to be completed. We observed a linear trend between the number of target tags and the completion time: task completion time = $-3.41 + (0.59 \times \text{number of target tags})$, $R^2 = 0.8$.

Error Rate. To measure the error rate, we looked at the number of corrections a user performed in relation to the total number of tags to be placed. There are two types of such errors: Assigning a wrong tag to an object and removing a tag that was correctly assigned. We combined the error rates for both phases and performed a $2 \times 2$ within-subjects, repeated measures ANOVA with experiment phase and technique as factors. A significant main effect of phase, $F(1, 19) = 48.33, p < .001$ was found, with mean error rates of 0.002 (SE = 0.001) for the first and 0.012 (SE = 0.002) for the second phase. Overall, a significant main effect of selection technique, $F(1, 19) = 5.97, p = .024$ was found, with mean error rates of 0.009 (SE = 0.002) for TAP and 0.005 (SE = 0.001) for PATH. There was no interaction of phase and technique, $F(1, 19) = 1.74, p = .203$.

Time per Tag. To further investigate how the two techniques compare to each other and to illuminate the difference between the two phases, we looked at the mean time to place a tag. We calculated the time per tag for each trial by dividing the task completion time by the number of tags that had to be assigned to complete the sequence. Any wrong tags that had to be removed again were not counted, thus yielding the mean time it took to correctly place a tag. To analyze the time per tag we performed an ANOVA of the combined values of both phases. A significant main effect of phase, $F(1, 19) = 261.77, p < .001$, was found, with mean times of 0.29 s (SE = 0.01) for the first phase and 0.55 s (SE = 0.02) for the second phase. A significant main effect of selection technique, $F(1, 19) = 22.41, p < .001$, was found, with mean times of 0.45 s (SE = 0.02) for TAP and 0.38 s (SE = 0.01) for PATH. There was no interaction of phase and technique, $F(1, 19) < 1$.

Observations. Overall, users had no problems understanding and using the pinning touches in the tagging interface. While it was possible to assign multiple tags at the same time and participants were shown how to do so, we noticed that after the first few operations during the training virtually all tags were placed one after another. We also observed a change in the usage of the path gesture between the two phases of the experiment. Thus we took a closer look at the recorded paths. Figure 9 shows the distribution of path lengths, measured as the number of affected objects. In the first phase a length of five was most frequent, but considerably longer paths occurred as well. For the second phase the peak shifted towards a path length of 2, followed by a steep fall-off. An overlay of all recorded paths for a representative sequence of each phase is shown in Figure 10. In the first phase, many long winding paths were used, in most cases to tag each connected component of marked objects via a single path gesture. During the second phase, most tags were applied in a scanline pattern. Rows of objects were considered one after another, resulting in predominantly horizontal linear paths, as in Figure 10 (right). Users selecting a whole row caused the secondary peak for paths of length 7 in phase two.

Subjective Ratings. After the experiment participants were asked which tagging technique they perceived as faster. All but two thought they were faster with the path technique. The remaining rated both techniques as equal. Additionally, participants were asked for their preferred technique. All but one preferred the path technique to tapping. Most participants found individually tapping objects one by one to be tedious. One participant preferred tapping and stated that path had a higher risk of selecting more objects than intended. However, that participant also stated that the path technique would still be faster overall. Some participants that started the study with tapping inquired if there was a way to affect multiple objects at once—some even proposing tracing a path through them.

USER STUDY 2: MODIFYING TAGS

The first user study showed that the path-based selection technique is well suited for assigning tags to an untagged set of objects. Although the participants were introduced to the
mechanism for addition or removal of tags, they rarely used it, likely because it was only needed for the removal of individual accidentally placed tags. Thus, the first study yielded no insight on how users respond to the mechanism for adding or removing tags. Our second study forced participants to use both add and removal operations.

Participants and Setup. 16 participants (15 male, 1 female), ages 26 to 38 (median 29), participated in the study. All but one were students recruited from the local university department. All participants reported to have at least some experience with multi-touch devices. Most of them use smartphones or tablets on a regular basis. Participants took about 20 minutes to complete the study and were permitted breaks. The setup was identical to the first user study.

Procedure. Sequences of objects with already assigned tags were presented to the users. With each technique participants were asked to correct the tag assignment, so that only the marked objects were tagged—adding and removing tags as necessary. The order of techniques was counterbalanced using a 2 × 2 Latin square. After the experiment participants were asked to complete a short questionnaire to provide their subjective ratings and preference of both techniques.

Experimental Task. The experimental task was similar to phase one of the first study. However, this time there were already some tags assigned. Only a single tag category was available. Participants were asked to edit the presented tags, so that only the objects marked by an X were tagged. In contrast to the first study, users not only had to add but also to remove wrongly assigned tags. When all tags were correct, the trial was automatically completed and the experiment advanced to the next trial. To help locating the final missing or misplaced tags a colored border was added to correctly tagged objects.

Experiment Design. In each trial a sequence of 28 objects (7 × 4) was displayed. Ten object sequences were generated and shown twice to each participant, for a total of 40 trials (2 techniques, 10 sequences, 2 repetitions). The order of sequences was randomized for each user. Four training trials were added before the trials and discarded from analysis. The sequences were generated as in the first study. For each object sequence a sequence of tags was independently generated using the same distribution. Layering the tag and object sequences resulted in groups of correct and wrong tag assignments. In a first pilot for this experiment tags were assigned completely randomly. While randomly distributed errors may occur, we aimed to simulate a pre-tagged data set with some kind of systematic issue. For instance, if a face detection algorithm fails for one image, it is likely that it will also fail for very similar images in a sequence.

Results
The collected data was analyzed using a within-subjects, repeated measures ANOVA (α = .05) using technique and the presented sequence as factors. If the assumption of sphericity was violated degrees of freedom were adjusted via Greenhouse-Geisser. The results are summarized in Figure 11.

Task Completion Time. The task completion time for each trial was measured from the first touch until the trial was completed successfully. We were able to find significant main effects for technique, F(1, 15) = 40.19, p < .001, and presented sequence, F(9, 135) = 29.41, p < .001. The mean times were 6.18 s (SE = 0.21) for TAP and 7.89 s (SE = 0.40) for PATH. As in the first study, post-hoc analysis showed that the significant differences in completion time were caused by the sequences that required the least/most tags to be changed. There was a significant interaction of technique and sequence F(9, 135) = 6.59, p < .001.

Number of Corrections per Tag. We analyzed the number of superfluous tag changes a user performed in relation to the minimum number of tag changes required to complete a trial, i.e., the sum of tags that had to be added and removed. There was no effect for technique, F(1, 15) = 1.334, p = .266, nor for sequence, F(3, 76, 56.35) = 1.64, p = .180 and no interaction of technique and sequence F(3, 29, 48.72) = 1.40, p = .252.

Subjective Ratings. After each set of trials participants were asked to rate each technique concerning ease of learning, speed and error rate. Each category was rated using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = very good to 7 = poor). The results are summarized in Figure 12. After the trials, participants were asked which technique they preferred for each category and their overall preference. The results are shown in Figure 13. The collected data suggests that the participants’ overall preference was influenced mostly by the perceived speed. All participants that preferred PATH for its speed also preferred it overall.

DISCUSSION
While the technique was not universally rated as very easy to learn, users had no problems understanding and using pinning
The increased complexity of the second phase likely caused users to consider one row after another, which was easier than identifying larger connected components. The resulting scan-line pattern is illustrated in Figure 10 and also explains the shorter paths observed during the second phase (cf. Figure 9).

The first study provided little insight into our method for changing the mode of operation, i.e., if tags are to be added or removed, which motivated our second study. After a short explanation of the principle and a bit of experimentation during training, participants quickly grasped the concept and were able to complete the task successfully. Yet, we were surprised to find that, in contrast to the first study, individual tapping was faster. After a closer look at the sequences generated for the experiment, these results were not unexpected. Baudisch [1] identified that several objects need to be manipulated in one mouse drag to see a speed-up over single mouse clicks. The same insight holds true here. In our task, the sequences of consecutive objects with missing or misplaced tags were often no longer than three objects. For such short paths there is no speed benefit for path selection. Even though the quantitative measurements show that tapping was significantly faster, all but two users rated the path technique as faster. Users reported that they perceived tapping objects individually as tedious. Thus tapping many objects may seem to take longer than a few path gestures. The qualitative results further show that tapping was rated as both easier to learn and less error-prone. Yet, the perceived speed appears to dominate the overall rating.

The measured number of corrections should not be interpreted as an error rate. It is a combination of accidental errors and deliberately superfluous actions. With the path technique a few users added more tags than necessary and later removed them again. During debriefing three participants highlighted that they did this to chain smaller actions together, by cleverly combining add and remove operations. This behavior was not observed during the first study.

Kin et al. [11] have shown that experienced users can perform better by using more than one finger and tapping multiple objects at once. While our implementation supported this, during the experiment all users performed taps and pins with a single finger. Some users discovered the option to tap multiple objects at once, but reverted back to single tapping for the study. Although we only tested our interface on objects in a regular grid layout, previous work [3] suggests that path-based selection should also work for node networks with non-rectangular layouts. In our studies, users relied primarily on the tagging widgets to complete the task. Although pinning down (multiple) objects was always enabled, it was not used much. We plan to evaluate the object pinning aspect and the rectangle selection variant in more detail in the future.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Here we mention several design considerations for integrating our new technique into applications. It is not possible to present a single best variation of our technique, which fits all scenarios and devices. Thus, we present variations for different components of our interaction technique. However, all variants use the same underlying principle. The two main components, i.e., defining a set of tags and selecting target objects, are independent of each other. This provides the flexibility to pick the best match to the target application and device combination. Moreover, object layout, e.g., grid vs. random, also influences the choice of the “best” method to select multiple objects as well. We also discuss the need to adapt to different devices: not only for different screen sizes but also uni- vs. bi-manual input.

Necessity of Tagging Widgets
Pinning objects that already have the desired set of tags works best if related objects are close to each other. However, if there
is no object nearby that can be used to gather the desired tags by pinning, an appropriately tagged object has to be found first. Assuming such an object exists, such a search could take time. But, if a tag has not been used yet, finding said tag among the objects is impossible. Another example is the removal of a single specific tag. The user would have to find and pin first an object that has only the desired tag(s). Thus another mechanism is necessary and the user can always use the tagging widgets at the side of the screen. when there is no object with the desired set of tags available (or it would simply take too long to find it).

Copying vs. Toggling vs. Combining Tags
There are several possibilities for applying a set of tags to one or more target objects. The simplest possibility is to copy the tags to all target objects, overwriting any previous tags—effectively painting the tags on the objects. However, for complex tag assignments this may require more steps than ideal. Adding another tag to differently tagged objects could become tedious, as existing tags would have to be re-selected, to avoid overwriting. We decided to permit a more expressive combination of tags, as presented. During early development we played with toggling all selected tags on target objects. Yet, toggling all tags simultaneously results in hard to predict changes. Thus we decided that the explicit choice of either adding or removing tags is a better alternative.

Adaptation to Smaller Devices
Depending on the used device, the presented tagging widgets might not be the best possible interface for accessing single tags. The two main factors are display size and if the device is operated using a single or both hands. While pinning objects and performing selections is possible with a single hand, it is much more limiting than bi-manual input. Yet, the behavior of the tagging widgets at the display border can be adjusted for uni-manual input by making them also toggle-able. On larger devices, such as tabletop displays, there is enough space for tag widgets at the border of the screen. This way any desired combination of tags can be activated at all times, independent of the tags currently assigned to the visible objects. Pinning tagged objects that are close to the objects being modified also remains useful. Large screens benefit from this local operation, as attention then does not need to be divided between the target area and the tagging widgets. For smaller multi-touch devices, such as smartphones or tablets, most often a single hand is used to interact, while the other hand is holding the device. Wagner et al. [24] provided an interesting related discussion. On small devices, a pop-up menu with selectable tags, activated with a single hold gesture, is likely a good alternative—it can be operated using a single hand and does not consume screen real estate, unless it is invoked. To resolve the ambiguity with a pin gesture, we cancel the menu if a second touch is registered.

Selecting Rectangular Groups of Objects
In addition to selecting objects crossed by a path, our technique can also support the selection of objects inside rectangular regions. Naturally, this depends on the usage scenario, object layout and application. To select a rectangular group of objects an area can be defined by dragging the diagonal of the rectangle. All objects intersecting or completely inside the rectangle are then selected. Figure 14 illustrates this idea. The mechanism for choosing the mode of operation, i.e., if tags are to be added or removed from the selected objects, remains the same, i.e., is based on the position of the first touch. Depending on the spatial layout and application context, rectangular or path selection is more useful. For cases when both are required, Saund et al.’s overloaded version of lasso and rectangle selection [21] is compatible with our work.

Simplification to a Single Group
Many existing applications support only selection of a single group. These can still benefit from the selection editing capabilities of our interface. In this scenario the interaction technique of pinning a selected object is still very useful for adding additional objects to an existing selection with a rectangle or path gesture. Yet, highlighting is likely more appropriate than a tag interface. This idea effectively enhances existing multi-touch group selection approaches, which typically do not support editing of a selection.

Selecting Overlapping Objects
If objects overlap each other it might not be possible to select the desired objects using a single selection operation. One of the benefits of our technique is its capability to easily extend and modify selections. The user can compose the desired set of objects through multiple selection steps. Harpoon [12] already demonstrated that partially overlapping objects can often still be selected using path-based techniques. For objects that completely overlap, a technique such as Tumble! Splat! [20] could be added to access occluded objects. Intelligent selection assistance systems such as Suggesto [14] might also be helpful. If the background is completely covered by an object, e.g., while the view is zoomed in, it is impossible to signal a subtraction by starting a path gesture on the background. In this case the editing gesture could be started on the bezel.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced our new multi-touch tagging interface. It employs tag widgets to define multiple overlapping tag groups. One of its key features is the ability to easily edit existing tags by adding and removing items, even just for a single group. Our interface relies heavily on pin gestures, i.e., holding touches, to provide a context for other actions performed at the same time. We validated our design in user studies and demonstrated that our tagging interface performs faster than alternative interfaces that rely on tapping of individual objects.

Figure 14. Dragging a rectangle selects all objects that are contained or intersecting it. As with the path technique the initial touch position of the dragging operation defines if the pinned tags are added (as shown here) or removed. Outlined tags preview impending changes.
The work of Dehmeshki et al. [3] suggests that our path-based technique directly generalizes to other, non-rectangular layouts and we will explore this. We also plan to investigate what other interaction tasks could benefit from pinning.
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